Cisco Catalyst 2960-L Series Switches

Benefits

- **Increase flexibility** by extending your LAN beyond the wiring closet in a slim and noiseless body.
- **Improve experiences** by offering enterprise-class switching and Cisco Catalyst quality and support at a great value.

- **Reduce operating cost** by simplifying management over wire or air, and lowering energy consumption through Cisco EnergyWise® technology.

Build Your Enterprise-Class Network with Simplicity and Value

Cisco Catalyst® 2960-L and 2960-L Smart Managed Series Switches are entry-level, fixed-configuration, Gigabit Ethernet switches that provide enterprise-class Layer 2 access for branch offices, conventional workspaces, and out-of-wiring closet applications.

Cisco Catalyst 2960-L switches feature:

- 8, 16, 24, or 48 Gigabit Ethernet ports with line-rate forwarding.
- 2- or 4 Gigabit Small Form-Factor Pluggable (SFP) uplinks.
- Power over Ethernet Plus (PoE+) support with up to 370W of power budget.
- Fanless operation and operational temperature up to 55°C for deployment outside the wiring closet.
- Higher mean time between failure (MTBF), because they have no moving mechanical parts.
- Less than 11.5-inch depth fit in use cases with space limitation.
- Reduced power consumption and advanced energy management features.
- RJ45 and USB console access for simplified operations.
- Fixed managed or Smart Managed variants available
- Intuitive web user interface for easy deployment and management.
- Cisco IOS® Software features.
- Enhanced limited lifetime warranty offering next-business-day hardware replacement.
Power Your Network, Simplify Operations, and Deliver Better Mobile Experiences to Your Employees and Customers—All at a Great Value

Cisco Catalyst 2960–L and 2960–L Smart Managed Series Switches pack PoE+ and basic Layer 2 features into a slim and fanless body, bringing flexibility and reducing cables for places, such as retail outlets and office branches, that have confined space or out-of-wiring closet requirements. The Catalyst 2960–L Series is ideally suited for hotels or school buildings with less than 50 users on a floor, providing 802.1X authentication to access points. Designed for operational simplicity to lower TCO, the Catalyst 2960–L Series enables energy-efficient business operation, allows zero-touch deployment across WAN, and features web user interface for management simplicity. The Catalyst 2960–L Smart Managed switches provide the reliability and speed of enterprise-grade technology at a low cost, with configuration and management via a simple, on-premise web-based interface.

Extend Your Wired Network to Desktop and Upgrade Your Outdated Fast Ethernet Network Today

Does the number of mobile users outgrow your legacy Fast Ethernet network? Get the flexibility, simplicity, and quality you need with Cisco Catalyst 2960–L Series Switches.

For additional information, visit http://www.cisco.com/go/2960L.